
HOSPITALITY RIDER

Dear organizers

The Administration of the KALUSH group offers you to get acquainted with the

rider, fulfillment of items which is a necessary condition for organizing and

conducting a concert.

The request to the Organizers of the concert to provide the timing of the entire day

of the team's stay on the day of the concert no later than 5 days before the concert.

The Timing should have the contacts, addresses, schedule with the description of

the plan. Timing need to be sent to the e-mail of our Tour Manager.

GROUP

The KALUSH group travels in amount of 9 or 10 people, depending on the event.

Please, check the exact number of people with the band's concert director or tour

manager.

TRANSPORT



The inviting side bears all the transport costs of the group. Relocations should be

agreed with the group director no later than two weeks before the concert.

Transport conditions should be discussed separately depending on the number of

people and instruments of the group, as it may vary by date, city and event.

Combined options are possible when participants come from different cities.

Bus

The group needs a large van or two minibuses for 9-10 persons with the large trunk

during all time in the city from the arrival to departure. The team has musical

instrument 175 cm long + 11 suitcases + 11 bags. The inviting side bears all the

transport costs of the group.

Train

3 full compartments or 9 seats + Meeting Transfer in Cities which are Conducting

a Concert that will constantly accompany the group, and where will be 9 (10) seats

taking into account luggage.

As for luggage.  9 people with hand luggage (1 hand luggage 18х55х45 см, 12

kg.), + 11 suitcases up to 20 kilograms of luggage. + 1 Musical instrument in case

175:20:20 cm long, 15kg.

The group needs a large van or two minibuses for 9-10 persons with the large trunk

during all time in the city from the arrival to departure. The team has musical

instrument 175 cm long + 11 suitcases + 11 bags. The inviting side bears all the

transport costs of the group.

Plane

9 (10) Economy Class Seats + Meeting Transfer in Cities Conducting a Concert,

that will constantly accompany the group, and where there will be  9 (10) seats

taking into account luggage.



As for luggage.  9 people fly with hand luggage (1 hand luggage 18х55х45 см, 12

kg.), + 10 suitcases up to 20 kilograms of luggage. + Musical instruments in cases

175:20:20 cm long, 15kg.

The group needs a large van or two minibuses for 9-10 persons with the large trunk

during all time in the city from the arrival to departure. The team has musical

instrument 175 cm long + 11 suitcases + 11 bags. The inviting side bears all the

transport costs of the group.

RESIDENCE

The hotel should be provided from the moment of arrival of the group and to its

departure, regardless of the settlement time. For all time of the group's stay in the

city, the concert customer reserves a three stars hotel or above, and pays for 3

single rooms with a large bed and 3 double rooms with separated beds. The

breakfast should be included. The hotel must be agreed with the Tour manager of

the Group in advance. The Organizer should make a reservation of the hotel

according to hospitality rider and send confirmation by e-mail to Tour Manager:

andrii.gulyk@gmail.com and Director of the band Kalush Orchestra:

Tamara.shmelkova@gmail.com

one day prior travel of the group.

FOOD

The band prefers daily payment - 50 euros per person.

In the USA daily payment - 50 dollars per person.

Sound check



The sound setting should take from an hour to two, and end up no later than 2

hours before the beginning of the concert. All equipment should be installed and

connected before the start of Sound check.

Technical staff should be competent and definitely sober in their workplaces.

During Sound check-at the hall is not allowed the presence of viewers,

photographers, shooting groups, if it is not agreed, in advance, with the director of

the group.

The exceptions are: security guards, technical staff and concert organizers.

During the soundcheck The Organizer must provide

- Not cold mineral water non-carbonated 0.5 liters - 20 plastic bottles;

- 9V alkaline battery – 1 pc

- 3 – 4 fans on the closed venue. Also, during warm time of the year on the

open-air venue.

- The temperature of the air on the stage should be about + 15 C

ADVERTISING. Media

The advertising content of the concert should be agreed with the management of

the Kalush Orchestra before the start of the advertising company.

Artists should not perform against the background of billboards, posters, videos

and products, should not carry out advertising campaigns (audio and video series,

announcements, etc.) directly before, during and immediately after the

performance of the group, if it is not agreed in advance with the administration of

the group.

Under no circumstances does the group perform on a stage that is branded with the

logos of the companies involved in production or distribution of alcohol, tobacco,

energy drinks.



Part of group-vegetarians that is why the group will not cooperate with sponsors

whose work is related to violence against animals, as well as using them for food.

In the case of political or advertising campaigns, not agreed in advance with the

director of the group, the group reserves the right to refuse to give a concert

without returning prepayment.

Any broadcast or recording of the concert or its fragments must be agreed with

group administration.

SCENE

Each participant must be provided with unimpeded access to any point of the

concert playground. It is strictly forbidden for strangers to go on stage during the

performance of the group. The air temperature in the hall should not be below 22

degrees. In the case of outdoor performances, we ask you to provide the group with

heaters (IMPORTANT!). Please check this information with the administration

group.

The Organizer must provide 3 – 4 fans on the closed venue. And also, during warm

time of the year on the open-air venue. The temperature of the air on the stage

should be about + 15 C

Not cold mineral water non-carbonated 0.5 liters - 20 plastic bottles.

MAKE UP ROOM

The make-up room should be reserved exclusively for the KALUSH group,

as well as it must be able to be locked with a key. Also, we need in the

make-up room large mirror, 10 chairs, 1 clean table.



Upon arrival of the group on the site, the key to the dressing room must be handed

over to the tour manager of the group. One hour before the performance (but the

exact time is agreed with the tour manager):

- 7 terry small towels for the stage

- Not cold Mineral non-carbonated water (15 bottles + 8 glass bottles of 0.5

liters);

- Herbal tea ;

- Juice: orange juice 1 L, tomato juice 1 L, cherry juice 1L, carrot or carrot

apple juice 1L, apple juice 1L;

- Protein Bars – 18 pieces

- Mix of nuts – 1 plate – walnuts, pistachios;

- Mix of fruits – bananas, apples, tropical fruits;

- Hummus and pita – 1 portion;

- Milk chocolate with nuts - 4 bars.

- 10 pcs. Fork (ordinary or disposable paper);

- 10 pcs. Teaspoons (ordinary or disposable paper);

- 10 pcs. Cups (ordinary or disposable paper);

- 10 pcs. Glasses (ordinary or disposable paper);

- 2 packs of wet wipes;

- Kettle;

- Black marker;

- 5 sheets of A4,

- 9V alkaline battery – 1 pc

- iron with steam generator

- ironing board

The group may need to provide hot meals at the expense of the Organizer, 10

minutes until the end of the concert (agree with the tour manager).

NO ALCOHOL!



PROTECTION

The organizer of the event must provide security for the site. Employees of the

security agency must be professional and have experience in maintaining order

during the spectacles. All security guards must have identification badges before

the concert. During the concert, security guards act in accordance with the

instructions received or in accordance with the operational instructions group

director.

The organizer guarantees the absence of people on stage during the group's

performance (except for technical staff). The organizer guarantees the absence of

people in the dressing room area (except for the staff of the institution working on

the concert). The organizer guarantees the free movement of the group on the site.

And, if necessary, provides protection.

INVITATIONS

We kindly ask you to provide up to 20 invitations to the KALUSH concert for the

group's guests. But the group reserves the opportunity to increase the number of

invitations.

SALE OF OFFICIAL PRODUCTS

The organizer provides a person and a table for the sale of Group`s Merch. Sales
time - from the beginning opening the door before the concert and until the group
leaves the concert platform. Point of sale the group's products are agreed with the
tour manager upon arrival at the concert platform. Exclusive rights on the sales
Group`s Merch or any goods that has logo or name group, rose hats, any t-shirt,
has only the Kalush Orchestra.

PREPAYMENT

The date is considered reserved for the organizer only in case of 50% prepayment

of the fee. If payment is not received, the date is given to other promoters. Sending

prepayment is the actual consent of the organizer with the conditions of hospitality



and technical riders. The remaining 50% and other balances (transport costs, etc.)

are paid on the day of the concert, but not later than 2 hours before it starts.

If for any reason, the event is postponed to another date or canceled at the initiative

of the customer - the prepayment is not refundable.

In the absence of prepayment or tickets (in both directions) within the stipulated

period - the team does not come to perform and prepayment is non-refundable.

RIDER

This rider is an integral part of the cooperation agreement. All changes in the rider

have to be agreed in written form with the administration of the group. Failure to

comply with the requirements of the rider may cause the reason for the cancellation

of the concert by the group.

Familiar with the rider

Organizer _______________________________

Signature __________________

Date _____________


